
                                                                                              

            

                     
                                               

                   



My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Málaga by Elena Milla Soto

Hi everyone! 
I was on holiday with my parents and his friends. We travelled to Málaga by car.
We went to the beach and we visited some museums. I loved the beach in Málaga.
I didn't like the English tourists because they are very crazy. My holiday was very 
funny.My holiday was fantastic because Málaga is beautiful.

My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Málaga by Juan Montes Torres

Hi everyone! I visited Málaga with my familiy. I was on holiday with my parents and 
my brothers. We stayed on the beach. I played with my brothers. We took a car to 
Málaga. I didn´t like the rubbish on the beach. We visited the shopping centres. I 
loved the beach, the hotel and the swimming pool. I felt very happy on holiday. It was 
a beautiful holiday.



My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Paris by Alba María Muñoz Martos

Hi everyone!
Last year, I was on holiday with my parents and my cousins.
First we stayed in a hotel in Paris. We visited the Eiffel Tower, Notre Dame Cathedral
and the Louvre Museum. Next, we took an airplane to London. After that, we visited 
the Thames river.. I would like to come back to Paris and London. My holiday was 
fantastic.

My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Mexico by Marina Ortega Tello

Hi everyone!
Last year I was on holiday with my parents in Mexico. When I arrived the weather 
was sunny. We took 3 hours to get to Mexico. We visited the Rivera Maya and I went 
to the hotel San Francisco. I loved Mexican people but some people were very stupid. 
I didn't like the return to Spain because I had a great time in Mexico.



My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Fuengirola by Antonio Parra Narváez

Hi everybody!
I was on holiday with my family in Fuengirola. We took a car to get to Málaga. We 
stayed in my house. We visited the beach and the shopping centre. I loved the beach.

My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Costa Lago, Torremolinos by María Pedrosa Rosa

Hi everybody! I was on holiday with my parents. We stayed in Costa Lago for nine 
days. We took a car to go the hotel. I loved the streets, the people and the beach. 
I like going to the beach, walking on the sand and swimming in the sea. We visited a 
museum in Torremolinos. It was a fantastic trip!



My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Paris by Francisco Revueltas Jiménez

Hi everyone! Last summer, I was on holiday with my parents in France. Then we took 
a taxi to Paris and stayed in a hotel. I liked the monuments such as the Arch of 
triumph, the Sacre coeur and the Pantheon, but especially I loved Notre Dame and the 
Eiffel Tower. I loved Disneyland. My favourite meal were croissant and crêpes. The 
river Senna was very beautiful during the night. Anyway, it was a fantastic French 
holiday. I loved the rollercoasters in Disneyland. I was very frustrated because I didn´t 
understand when people spoke French.

My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Italy by Maite Rivilla Tello

Hi everyone!
Last month, I was on holiday with my friends in Italy. We stayed near San Remo. We 
took a plane four hours. I didn't like the weather there. We visited Tower Pizza. It was 
fantastic. I loved pizza and spaguetti in Italy. We played volley-ball on the beach. We 
were in a concert of a famous italian. It was a fantastic holiday!



My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Hawai by Francisco Salinas Aceituno

Hi everyone! Last year, I was on holiday with my family in Hawai. I was very happy 
when I arrived to Hawai When we arrived was windy and sunny. We stayed in a hotel 
near the beach for three days. Then, we visited the city. After that, we were in another 
hotel. The hotel was very big but I didn't like it. The last day we went to a restaurant 
on the beach and we had a great time. This holiday, for my family and for me, was 
really good.. It was exciting when I swam in the sea.

My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in London by Laura Saravia Puerta

Hi everybody! Last summer, I was on holiday with my friends. We visited London.
We stayed in the Metropolitan Hotel. We took an aeroplane to London. I didn't like 
some people because they were very serious. 
We visited the O2 Arena Stadium to see One Direction concert. I loved the concert 
and I saw them personally. It was fantastic. It was a very amazing travel.
I was very happy and I was excited when I saw One Direction.



My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Málaga by Santiago Soto Lozano

Hi everyone! I went to Málaga last year. I was on holiday with my parents and my 
brother.I travelled by car. When I arrived to the hotel, the room was small and 
beautiful. The swimming pool of the hotel was very big and beautiful. But I didn´t like 
the TV and the bathroom of the room because the shower was very small and I 
couldn't have a shower. I loved the jacuzzi. 

My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Almuñecas by David Torres Milla

Hello everybody! Last year I was in Almuñecas with my familiy. We went to the 
beach. We stayed at a hotel. Every day we had lucnh in a restaurant. We travelled by  
car to Almuñecas. I liked the hotel and the beach. We visited the shopping center. 
It  was a fantastic holiday because I like the sea, the beach and I had a great time.



My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Alicante by Cristina Torres Padilla

Hello everybody! I was on holiday with my parents, my brother and sister in Alicante. 
We took a cat to get to Alicante.We stayed in my aunt and my uncle´s home. We wet 
to the beach. We drank Coke and we ate some crips. We listened to music on the 
beach every day. I didn´t like a pet shop. We visited Alicante in the afternoons. It is 
fantastic. I loved the beach. It was a funny and great holiday.

My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Paris by Juan Torres Tello

Hi everybody! I travelled to Paris. My hotel was Le Littré Hotel. I visited the Eiffel 
Tower. It is very high. Paris is very beautiful. Then I visited the Louvre Museum. 
There are a lot of interesting things in it. Then we sailed on the river Seine. It was very 
funny!



My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Murcia by Francisco Javier Torres Torres

Hi everybody! I visited Murcia with my family. We used our car. We went to a 
shopping centre and to the swimming pool of the hotel. We also went to the beach. 
My cousin and me when we arrived, we introduced to our friends. I had a great time 
because I met many children. First, I was ashemed. Then we were good friends. 
Finally, my uncle took us to the swimming pool where my cousin and me had a good 
time. It was fantastic!

My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Valencia and Granada by Ana Valdivia Aceituno

Hi everybody:
Last summer, I was on holiday with my best friend and my family. We went to 
Granada and Valencia. In Valencia, we did a lot of things, for example; we went to the 
beach. Then we had dinner in a restaurant. After that, we took a bus to Valencia's 
beach and a train to Granada . We went shopping t a shopping centre. I didn't like the 
food. So we went to another restaurant to have dinner. We visited the Alhambra in 
Granada. I loved Granada, because it is beautiful. I felt very good and happy.

    



My First Blog Entry
Subject: My Holiday in Paris by Francisco Zamora Bermúdez

Hi everyone! I travelled to Paris with my family: my parents and my brother. First, we 
took a plane to Paris. Then we stayed in a hotel. We visited Eurodisney and the Eiffel 
Tower. I didn´t like the price of Eiffel Tower. It is very expensive!
We used a bus to get to Eurodisney and we used an underground to visit the Eiffel 
Tower. I loved Eurodisney. It was very cool. I was very exciting and happy.

            


